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Canadian Private Business Expansion in Early Stage   
 Positive Investment Trend Leading to Further GDP Growth 

 

(Toronto, CANADA—October 16, 2017) — PayNet, the premier provider of credit assessments on 
private companies reports that the PayNet Canadian Small Business Lending Index (CSBLI) increased to 
121.2 in August 2017 from 120.8 in July 2017.  Compared to the same month one year ago, the CSBLI is 
up 1%. 

“Canadian businesses appear at early stages of an expansion,” states William Phelan, president of 
PayNet, Inc. “Credit risk is improving at the same time investment expands.”  

Transportation growth of +18% reflects expansion in movement of goods. Construction remains a big 
driver (+8%) partly due to energy sector projects. Retail (+11%) is benefitting from strong consumer 
spending and high consumer confidence. Growth is higher across all provinces, except Atlantic Canada, 
with Alberta +8%, British Columbia +3%, Ontario +3%, Quebec +2%, and Saskatchewan +14%.  

Accommodation & Food shows the largest contraction (-20%) due to the overbuilding of restaurants in 
recent years. Agriculture remains among the weakest sectors in Canada at -3%, reflecting soft 
commodity prices and dry conditions in the western region.  

The PayNet Canadian Small Business Delinquency Index (CSBDI) 31-180 days past due fell to 0.92% in 
August 2017 from 0.97% in July 2017. This is a quarter of a percent improvement over August 2016 and 
reflects the trend towards lower loans past due and improved financial health.  

 “Higher growth with falling delinquencies means the expansion most likely has room to run. Private 
businesses have strong balance sheets and remain well positioned to use cash on hand and borrow 
more to expand,” Phelan added.  “However, we should note that this stage of expansion at lower risk 
part of the cycle likely means rising credit risk as some investment projects fail to realize their full 
potential.”  

# # # 
About 
PayNet, Inc. Canada is the premier provider of risk management tools and market insight to the commercial 
credit industry, collecting real-time loan information from leading Canadian lenders and turning it into 
actionable intelligence. The company's proprietary database -- updated weekly -- is a growing collection of 
commercial loans and leases, worth over $82 billion.  Using state-of-the-art analytics, PayNet converts raw data 
into real-time market intelligence and predictive information that subscribing lenders use to manage risk, lower 
operating costs, originate more loans and improve their business strategy. For more information visit 
paynetonline.ca and sbinsights.ca. 

 

 


